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Description
Add support for Baofeng BF-H7
*.DAT file available.
Software (not native) available and work good (not fully supported, no custom messages, no button assigment - for BF-H6).

History
#1 - 10/12/2020 02:11 am - Ilya Tyshchenko
- File setup.exe added

right software attached (full VHF/UHF support, DTMF, etc).

#2 - 03/30/2021 03:59 pm - Drew Goldsack
Ilya Tyshchenko wrote:
Add support for Baofeng BF-H7
*.DAT file available.
Software (not native) available and work good (not fully supported, no custom messages, no button assigment - for BF-H6).

Any update on support for the Baofeng BF-H7 radios? I tried the software above but the program crashes when attempting to read from radio. I'm very
new to all of this but happy to help if I can!

#3 - 03/30/2021 07:43 pm - Bernhard Hailer
- File deleted (setup-BF-Hs.exe)
#4 - 03/30/2021 07:43 pm - Bernhard Hailer
- File deleted (setup.exe)
#5 - 03/30/2021 07:46 pm - Bernhard Hailer
- Status changed from New to Feedback

Sorry, the third party software files were removed - we don't want to run into copyright trouble.
No news on the BF-H7. The addition of a new radio to Chirp requires two things:
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1) a volunteer developer who takes the task to work on this driver,
2) availability of test equipment, such as a loaner radio (see [[Rules For Loaning A Radio]]).
Unfortunately, you need to wait until both conditions have been met.
Or, you could decide to get your hands dirty yourself - check Wiki, "[[Developers]]".

#6 - 03/30/2021 09:34 pm - Drew Goldsack
Ok, I’ll look into developer options. Unfortunately I’m not able to provide a radio at this time but could possibly arrange it in the future.

#7 - 06/28/2022 08:22 am - John Pi
A temporary fix would be to use the Radioditty GA-510 setting. It works for Boafeng BF-H7 radio for frequency programming and basic radio settings.
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